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Abstract 

Decision support systems (DSS) have been a significant way that agricultural scientists seek to intervene 
and improve the way farmers manage their enterprises. Although there have always been some 
dissenting voices, until recently (early to mid 1990s) DSS were held as a promising means to transfer 
scientific information and farm management procedures to farmers. Despite relatively high levels of 
computer ownership, the use of DSS for routine decision making by farmers has been disappointing. The 
brief and unfolding history of DSS in Australian dryland farming systems provides an interesting case 
study of the challenges facing agricultural scientists intervening in the world of farm management 
decisions.  

Media summary 

Until recently computerised decision support systems were seen as a promising way to deliver science to 
farmers. What went wrong and what does it teach us about dryland farmers and the science and practice 
of farming? 
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Introduction  

The industrial revolution can be viewed as having three stages; machines that extend human muscles, 
machines that extend the human nervous systems (communication technology) and machines that 
extend the human brain (eg computerised DSS). Extensive dryland agriculture has been made possible 
by the first stage of the industrial revolution. Farmers continually show ingenuity in ways to mechanise 
farming operations. Farmers who are reluctant to run a simple computer program will have no trouble 
pulling apart and adapting complex farm machinery. The interest in the workshop rather than office is 
understandable, in an ABARE survey of the Australian grains industry, the major source of gains in farm 
productivity from 1977 to 1998 was efficiency in the use of farm machinery. (Knopke et al 2000 p 66). 
Farmers have also been quick to adopt machines that extend the nervous systems such as mobile 
phones, faxes and the computers as a tool for communication. In contrast, the use of computerised DSS 
as a machine that extend the human brain for decision making has been disappointing. 

One interpretation is that dryland farming is non-cerebral activity that requires machinery and 
communication, but relatively unsophisticated thinking – a case of brawn not brain. Time spent with 
Australian dryland farmers indicates little evidence for this interpretation. On the contrary, one of the likely 
reasons for the low adoption of DSS is that the partial analysis offered is inferior to experienced human 
judgement. Farm mechanisation brings major efficiencies to the tasks of sowing and harvesting crops. It 
is less clear whether computerised DSS improve the efficiency or effectiveness of deciding which crop to 
sow and what levels of inputs to apply. 

Another interpretation of the low use of DSS is that things will change once farmers have access to, and 
are comfortable with computers. However, the level of computer ownership on dryland farms in Australia 
is close to that of urban households. Computers seem to be used primarily as tools for record keeping, as 
a means of communication and to ensure that school aged children have access to educational 
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opportunities. A similar situation is reported from a study of Great Plains farmers in the US which reported 
“producer adoption rate of computers has steadily grown in the last two decades and now equals the 
general population. However, software applications primarily used by producers are for taxes, record 
keeping, word processing, and spreadsheets, with low ownership and use of specialized agricultural 
software. (Ascough et al 2002). The high ownership, but low use of computers for farm management 
decisions, is one of the major reasons for a rethink from those of us who promoted DSS as a direct 
means of improving farm management.  

Defining Decision Support Systems  

As a term, DSS has been described as rich but ambiguous (Checkland and Scholes 1990). The French 
acronym SIAD (Systems Interactif d‟Aide a la Decision) further enriches the term with reference to the 
interaction between the user and computer. The definition of DSS is more than semantics, because if 
used in its broadest sense, DSS is so encompassing that it is difficult to distinguish them from extension. 
At the other extreme, definitions from IT text books tend to be restrictive. However, the history of DSS in 
IT and business is instructive. Keen and Scott Morton (1978) maintained that DSS evolved from 
theoretical studies on decision-making done at Carnegie Institute of Technology in the late 1950s and 60s 
and technical work on interactive computer systems carried out at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology in the 1960s. Power (2003) gives an overview of the 35 year history of DSS complete with 
email responses from many of the earliest developers. For the purposes of this paper and consistent with 
the history outlined in Power (2003), a DSS is computer-based, it is interactive, it offers both information 
and decision-making procedures and is designed to support a specific set of decisions (adapted from 
Sage 1991). 

Following this definition, DSS represent a means for agricultural scientists to provide farmers and their 
advisers with information (eg simulated crop yields for different levels of nitrogen fertiliser) and 
procedures for decision making (eg structured comparison of probability distribution of gross margins for 
each N rate). Like most buzz words of a previous decade the term DSS now sounds overused and a bit 
tired. Nevertheless, it is not hard to understand the reason for its attraction to agricultural scientists. It 
captures the aspirations of the undergraduate student; developing and delivering scientific knowledge in a 
way that supports farmers decision making seems a job worth doing.  

Agricultural science is an applied science more akin to engineering than pure science (Passioura 1996, 
Hearne 1996). As an applied science it seeks to go beyond the basic question of “why is it so ?” to 
answer “what can we do about the situation ?” Modern farming presents many examples of the 
application of agricultural science. However, as pointed out by McCown (2002), the main impact has been 
through applying the scientific knowledge to the design of material technologies (seeds, fertilisers, 
herbicides and machinery) rather than the process of farm management and decision making. DSS 
represent an attempt of scientists to intervene and improve farmers‟ management. These attempts by 
scientists to intervene through influencing the process of farm management rather than delivering the 
products of science has been harder than first thought. 

The mismatch between what was offered and what was used has encouraged a close examination of the 
practice of both farmers and scientists. This paper gives one perspective of this interaction with an 
emphasis on dryland farming in NE Australia, a detailed analysis with a range of case studies and 
thoughtful overview can be found in McCown et al (2002). DSS in Australian broadacre farming have 
been reviewed from a Soft Systems perspective (Macadam et al 1990), a design perspective (Cox 1996) 
and degree of end user involvement (Lynch 2000).  

Promising past 

The disappointment of the present use of DSS and uncertainty of the future have to be viewed in the light 
of the past promises held by DSS. As reviewed in Hayman and Easdown (2002) although there were 
some dissenting voices, the 1980s and first half of 1990s were characterised by an optimism in 
computerised DSS. Granted the optimism came from developer enthusiasm rather than farmer demand, 
the promises seemed reasonable. The sense of promises is captured by the conference organised by the 



Australian National Standing Committee on Agriculture entitled “The impact of computer-based 
information systems on pasture and crop productivity”. In his opening address Wright (1988) stated 
“Computer-based information systems already developed, and in the pipeline, point the way ahead for 
better decision making in the cropping and pastoral industry………. Farmers need all the help they can 
get. They need the best information available, and they need to have it delivered quickly, reliably and 
efficiently. Computer-based systems offer the ability to deliver the goods”. At the same conference, 
Stapper (1988) spoke prophetically of a new agricultural era of information and biotechnology over the 
following 15 to 20 years which would rival the mechanical (1930-50) or chemical (1950-70) revolutions.  

In their study on the potential of DSS in dryland farming, Hamilton et al (1991) saw a bright future for DSS 
once computers became more common and providing that developers took a team approach and 
considered end users. They concluded “Computer based decision aids have not been oversold. They 
have just been underdeveloped, ” In the 2

nd
 Australian National Conferences on Computers in Agriculture 

(Childs 1986) there were 30 presentations and the development of 12 specific DSS discussed, by the 4
th
 

National Conference (Childs 1989) there were 111 presentations, over 50 DSS and expert systems 
featured. Few if any of these systems are currently being used.  

Disappointing present 

In their role as guest editors of a special issue of Agricultural Systems McCown, Hochman and Carberry 
(2002) concluded “Although there are cases of local successes, as a field of agricultural research, DSS 
work is in a state of crisis.…As laudable as the idea of computerised scientific tools to aid farmers’ 
decision making may be to some researchers, persistent lack of demand by farmers for DSS cannot be 
ignored.” McCown (2002) noted that while the poor uptake of DSS in agriculture may come as a 
disappointing surprise to agricultural scientists, had we as a discipline read more widely in the wider field 
of operations research and management science from which DSS came, we may have found many 
cautionary tales that would have reduced the surprise, if not the disappointment. There are many well 
documented case studies of mismatches between the manager and the model. Few of the failures are 
due not to the technical soundness of the model, most are due to the challenge of implementation. 
Macadam et al (1990) and Cox (1996) noted the disappointing history of DSS in financial administration, 
medicine and the military - a history largely ignored by agriculture.  

In most cases DSS contributed to other tools and learning packages or helped the development team sort 
out the rules of thumb that could be applied in general extension. However, as pointed out by Cox (1996), 
if the end point is adult learning or computer aided learning, why not design a computer system for this 
purpose. The general line of argument that acknowledges failure but points to learning along the way 
should be encouraged, indeed the lack of negative reporting in the field of DSS has been a major 
problem. However, we must not be too quick to skip the point that most DSS did fail to hit the target of 
being used by farmers as part of routine decision-making. As noted 30 years ago by Passioura (1973) 
when he suspected that crop modellers were retrospectively setting targets that when he heard of spin-
offs, he thought of white elephants. 

That is not to say that a farmer today who wants access to a DSS, cannot find one. In a detailed study of 
modelling and DSS, Hook (1997) listed 10 groups actively producing and promoting DSS and 14 DSS 
available for farming. McCown et al (2002) noted that hundreds of DSS are affordable and available to 
farmers. Not only are few purchased, those that are purchased appear to have limited use. Figure 1 
details some of the developments in crop simulation which have given farmers in many regions 
unprecedented access to sophisticated analysis and prediction of yields.  

Those studying the farming system have developed many ways to move down the diagram, we have 
excellent access to long-term climate data and, although incomplete, there are many soil and crop 
parameter files available. However, those managing the farming system appear to prefer the simple 
approaches such as water use efficiency and the relatively low use of complex simulation models. 
Carberry et al (2002) present a sound discussion for FARMSCAPE as a model for the delivery of 
simulation models to farmers. This is likely to be one way forward, but ways to deliver it to a wide 
audience in a cost effective manner is still in an experimental phase.  



It is not easy to pin down the exact basis for the optimistic view of DSS that held technology as the only 
barrier. Woods et al. (1993) made the point that while most agricultural decision support tools purport to 
improve farmers‟ decisions, the means by which this is to occur was rarely clearly established or 
thoroughly evaluated. Similarly McCown et al (2002) found that reflection is not the strong suit of 
agricultural science in general or the developers of DSS in particular.  

 

Figure 1. The pathway from a simple water use efficiency relationship to daily water balance 
cropping system models (after McCown 1991 et al ). 

The promise of DSS can be captured as a series of underlying assumptions sometimes stated sometimes 
assumed.  

 1) computers are an appropriate tool for farmers to use in operational management 
 2) farmer decision making is limited by information and DSS could help 
 3) farmer decision making is limited by procedures and DSS could help 
 4) tactical farmer decision making is a worthwhile and efficient point for scientists to interact with 

farm management. 
Central to my argument is that none of these assumptions were foolish, arrogant or even especially 
na?ve. In his critique of DSS, Cox (1996) warned against DSS becoming a whipping boy, rather he 
acknowledged the courage of DSS developers in engaging industry and taking science to the field as a 
testable prediction. The challenge is how we learn from the outcomes of this engagement.  

Assumption 1: computers are an appropriate tool for farmers to use in operational management. 

Much of the early development of DSS in the 1980s preceded the widespread availability of personal 
computers. The notion was that as public advisory services were being threatened and there was a high 
turnover of staff and private services would be come increasingly expensive that the farmer of the future 
would use a computer as a major source of advice and analysis for farm management.  

In their overview of computerised DSS Hamilton et al (1991) noted that about 5% of farmers had 
computers. They thought that this would change as students exposed to computers entered the farm 
workforce and financial pressures forced farmers to adopt. In the late 80s and early 90s the main reason 
given for low use of computerised tools on grain farms was the lack of cost effective hardware. A 1988 
study in USA estimated the average cost of a computer for a grain farmer was US $5889, and the 
estimated annual ownership and operating cost was US $1245. Hardware is longer a limit. Over the last 
two decades ownership of computers on grain farms has risen from 5% to 75% or higher. Furthermore 



these computers are more powerful and cheaper. Computing costs are one of the few farm costs that 
have decreased. This is largely due to Moore‟s Law, stated in 1965 by Gordon Moore co-founder of 
computer chip maker Intel, that the number of transistors on a silicon chip would double every 18 months. 
Moore‟s prediction has proved to be broadly accurate, between 1971 and 2001 transistor density has 
doubled every 1.96 years (The Economist 2003). 

Assumption 2: Farmer decision making is limited by information and DSS can help. 

More than half a century ago Brookes (1948) noted “the producer of crops is concerned with the 
integration of all the factors which determine plant growth and development, and it is the basic knowledge 
of this integration which is deficient”. Woodruff (1992) contrasted the ease of transferring technology 
through new varieties verses agronomic research. A new variety comes packaged in a seed and it is case 
of simply add water and phenology, disease resistance and quality characteristics will follow. He argued 
that this was one of the reasons behind the DSS WHEATMAN which sought to show how nitrogen, 
sowing time, phenology, frost risk and yield potential interacted.  

Information for crop management comes at a considerable cost from government funds and grower levies 
and increasingly private R&D funded by agribusiness and farmers. Rather than a shortage of information, 
farmers and their advisers complain of information overload or information dazzle. The promise of DSS 
was as a means of organising some of the data into information or knowledge that can readily be used. 
For example Hamilton et al (1990) stated “Never before have we been able to analyse so much data 
relating to a specific situation, and arrive at a solution to a complex problem”.  

Assumption 3: Farmer decision-making is limited by procedures and DSS can help. 

Central to the account of the development of DSS by Keen and Scott Morton (1978) is the distinction 
between efficiency and effectiveness of decision-making. They described efficiency as improving the 
turnaround time and reducing the cost of structured decisions. They claimed that this was the early role of 
computers in management; to take those operational decisions that could be easily programmed and 
delegated. In contrast, the role of DSS was seen to work on improving the effectiveness of managerial 
decision-making, a task made necessary by the uncertain 1970s in the wake of the oil shock. 

Although DSS have been used by agricultural scientists primarily to deliver information on crop 
management, a DSS is more than an electronically searchable data base. The heritage of DSS allows for 
the delivery of ways of structuring, managing and processing this information. The use of DSS to help 
decision makers overcome cognitive shortcomings such as bias is strongly rooted in DSS. Not only was it 
given a central place in early texts such as Keen and Scott Morton (1978), but most modern text books on 
DSS also refer to the subject (eg Sage 1991, Turban 1990).  

Much of the psychology literature on biases relate to the way that we as humans process probabilistic 
information. Dryland farming involves decision making under uncertainty. One definition of risk is a 
quantification of this uncertainty (Knight 1921). The long-term daily rainfall record in Australia is the envy 
of many regions. For almost any centre in the region we can get rainfall data back to 1890. This means 
that we can ask simple questions such as the chance of getting a sowing rain after a certain date, or the 
likely yield range for a crop. We can also check what rainfall or simulated wheat yield was in any location 
for last 23 El Nino events. Prior to the ready access to computers, Woodruff (1975) mused “If at planting 
we knew how successful a particular practice was likely to be, and what were the odds for or against 
success, we could make better farming decisions”. This was a similar view as Anderson et al (1977) who 
maintained that decision making in agriculture would be improved if we asked what chances, what 
choices and what consequences. Information from past experiments are often presented to growers in 
terms of “if you use X rate of N, the wheat yield will be Y” This is the deterministic language of choice - 
consequence. In dryland farming, we have to speak in terms of Choice – Chance – Consequences. If you 
put on this N rate, depending on the season there are a range of outcomes. It seems reasonable that 
computers can help, not only present the information, but rapidly allow the range of possible outcomes for 
a range of decisions. 



Assumption 4: Farmer’s tactical decision making is a worthwhile and efficient point for scientists to 
interact with farm management.  

Decision making in dryland farming can be conveniently categorised into operational decision making 
(spraying, sowing, harvesting decisions), tactical decisions (which crop, what area and level of inputs) 
and strategic (pasture to crop enterprise mix, purchasing extra land). DSS have focussed on tactical 
decisions that are characterised by responding to the current state of the system (soil moisture, standing 
feed). The emerging understanding of the El Nino southern oscillation (ENSO) has enabled decision 
makers to also respond to the state of the atmosphere and oceans. The strategic decision whether to buy 
the farm next door or change enterprises may be more important and represent a far greater source of 
risk. The tendency to focus on tactical decisions is in part due to the fact that this is where agronomists 
skill lies, but also because these decisions are less a series of messes (Ackoff 1980), these „rates and 
dates‟ decisions enable a simple cost benefit analysis over a short time period. 

Revisiting the 4 assumptions and the implications for the future of DSS 

Why have farmers neglected to avail themselves of low cost (in money at least) computerised tools that 
offer them information and procedures on tactical decisions ? What are the implications for the future of 
DSS?  

Questioning assumption 1 – are computers appropriate tools ?  

Ownership of powerful computers by farmers in developed countries is no longer an issue. As computers 
become another utility service, the profitable end of the IT industry has reengineered itself as business 
consultants. In a special issue devoted to the IT industry, The Economist (2003) explains these changes 
as the mature phase of IT. It notes that Gordon Moore always warned that no exponential would lasts for 
ever and cites Larry Ellison chief executive of Oracle, (Worlds second largest software firm in 2003) “We 
became the largest industry in the world by selling things that people didn‟t want to buy”. There have long 
been challenges to computers as always increasing business efficiency (Warner 1987 “Information 
technology as a competitive burden” Sloane Management Review). In one sense agricultural DSS are 
part of a wider move that has swung the emphasis on the usefulness of computers rather than just being 
satisfied with user-friendly software and powerful hardware. 

In a study that went beyond computer ownership and examined computer use in Australian farming 
families, Bryant (1999) found a gender difference in the family farm whereby women had the 
responsibility for record keeping (largely for tax purposes) while men made most of the operational and 
tactical decisions using their heads or paper and pen. In her sample, rarely were past records printed out 
and used for future decisions. Desktop and even laptop computers do not have an easy fit in the farm 
workshop or paddock where many decisions are made. In the cotton industry palm held computers are 
being used, these may change record keeping, but few would see these as revolutionising decision 
making on farms. 

As a learning tool DSS are being increasingly used in universities eg Grassgro (Daily et al 2000) and with 
farmers as a discussion support system eg Whopper Cropper (Nelson et al 2002) or as one part of a 
series of meetings with farmers based around field exercises and semi-structured discussion eg Grazplan 
and Grassgro (Bell and Allen 2000). Computers are powerful tools for this purpose and allow access to 
historical rainfall records for a local site through packages such as RAINMAN (Clewett et al 1993) is 
clever use of technology. However, computers are not the only tool or even the best tool. It is interesting 
to note how effective a printout of the rainfall data is as a table or time series and asking farmers to mark 
when they started farming and engage in a discussion about the major droughts and floods that stand as 
milestones in their lives before asking them to colour the El Nino and La Nina events.  

Lawrence, Cawley and Hayman (2000) detail another case which challenges an over dependence on 
computers. The series of nitrogen budgeting workshops held in NE Australia whereby farmers and 
advisers were able to determine fertiliser requirements by calculating a targeted crop demand and 
measured soil supply were acknowledged by growers and advisers as very successful. At the time there 



were a number of computer packages that could readily make this calculation, taking into account 
simulated crop demand for daily weather from the last 100 years and deal with the complexity of in-crop 
mineralisation and variable efficiency of N uptake. My personal view was why bother with a pen and 
paper when one could choose between a number of spreadsheets or point and click computer programs 
– why have a dog and bark. However, the popularity of these workshops amongst leading farmers and 
advisers who had easy access to DSS forced a rethink. Calculators with buttons large enough for farmers 
hands were found to be a powerful tool for farmers to gain answers to the question of how much N is 
needed, but also to learn about some of the processes and the key uncertainties. 

What are the implications for the future? The question of whether computers are an appropriate tool is 
likely to become less important. The current trend of computers becoming ordinary is likely to continue 
and the use of computers as a means of extending the human nervous system and as a tool for meetings 
will continue (eg Net meeting Hargraves et al 2002). Of course computers will be used in decision-
making, but in their direct role for routine decision making may be modest. As Pablo Picasso is alleged to 
have said “Computers are useless, they only provide answers”.  

Questioning assumption 2, is information really the limit for decision making ? 

Information is a difficult commodity to package and transfer. Hearne and Bange (2002) noted that one of 
the problems of the DSS for insect management in cotton (SIRATAC) was that a company developed to 
distribute cotton seed took on the distribution of information through management software. As discussed 
earlier a seed and an idea differ. For a business, hybrid seed is a much easier commodity to find a 
consistent market with repeat business, to stop free riders and to demonstrate the benefits to sceptics. 
However, the failure of DSS may be more than the complexity of handling information. 

The disappointments of DSS are part of a wider problem of transferring information from research to 
farmer practices. This wider process of knowledge management has been described by sociologists 
looking on as not mal-intentioned, but sociologically na?ve (Lawrence and Vanclay,1995). DSS were 
developed at a time when technology transfer dominated a notion of information being generated by 
research, transferred by extension and used by farmers. This notion has been challenged due to the 
recognition of important pools of knowledge existing with farmers, extension workers and scientists 
(Rolling 1988).  

Robinson and Freebairn (2000) in a paper reflecting on the low use of models, argued that some 
developers seemed more concerned with model use than users. They repeat a story of an older farmer 
tinkering with a machine who is interrupted by a young extension officer offering a manual on improved 
farming techniques. After politely listening to the polished speech the old farmer replied “son, I don’t farm 
half as well as I know how to now”. The failure of DSS raises the question of whether information is the 
limiting factor for many of the decisions that are being addressed. Wood and Wood Harper (1993) noted 
that phrases such as “better information leads to better decisions” and “what managers require is more 
information” dominated the literature on DSS. They were critical of how these phrases were treated as 
self-evident and rarely supported by empirical evidence or even logical argument.  

If improved decision making is plotted against information collected, the line is unlikely to be linear. In 
some cases it may be convex to the X axis whereby there is a critical amount of information after which 
decision making improves dramatically. More commonly for experienced farmers making tactical 
decisions, it is likely to be concave reflecting marginal and then perhaps even negative improvements in 
decision making with extra information. In the future farmers will increasingly want access to information. 
Some will use the internet and DSS tools, others will go to courses where DSS are part of the learning. 
An increasing number of farmers are recognising the power of humans over machines when it comes to 
sorting information and providing it in context and are hiring consultants as information brokers to distil 
the key messages for them. The target for the DSS tools becomes the consultant, but this is a different 
audience. One of the successes of FARMSCAPE is that it has provided the intermediary with a powerful 
flexible tool rather than give a more constrained DSS tool to the farmer. 



Hearne (1996) used the notion of hierarchies to show how understanding at the plant and organism level 
could be integrated up to a crop level and then a management level. This is a powerful way to organise 
information. However, we must recognise that hierarchies have horizontal axes (price, machinery, whole 
farm considerations) as well as vertical axes. Malcolm (1994) maintained that a farm business was too 
complex for the deep but narrow focus provided by decision analysis and decision support systems. He 
asserted that it was better to be vaguely right than precisely wrong, to solve the whole problem roughly 
than part of the problem extremely well.  

Questioning assumption 3 - can or should farmers decision making methods be improved ? 

When DSS were first applied, there was little doubt that it would be an improvement for managers to 
formalise decision making processes, this is summarised by Carroll and Johnson‟s (1990) statement that 
because decision-makers were “prone to error, behave inconsistently, and may not realise when their 
decisions are of better or worse quality, they could use some help”. 

Hammond (1996) argued that the ability to show consistent mistakes in human information processing 
and thinking from research starting in the 1950s (eg Kahneman and Tvesrsky) was a challenge to a 
previous notion of educated human managers as ideal decision makers. Hammond maintains that the 
pessimistic view of humans as cognitive cripples dominated thinking from 1970s to 1990s – a crucial 
stage for DSS development. A more optimistic view of human judgement is based partly on showing that 
some of the consistent mistakes might be parlour games and can be overcome when the question is 
reworded. More significantly, the slower than expected progression in artificial intelligence has caused a 
rethink on just how flawed human judgement really is. Some of aspects of jumping to conclusions with 
fast frugal rules of thumbs and relying on intuition is just what we pay experts for. In his text on decision 
support systems, Sage (1991) noted “perhaps the most damning charge of all that affects potential user 
willingness to use the system is the feeling that it significantly interferes with the normal way of thinking 
about problems”.  

As pointed out by Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1989) there are important distinctions between novices and 
experts. In everyday experience for any domain that we are comfortable with, the detached, deliberate 
and sometimes agonising weighing and selections amongst alternatives is the exception rather than the 
rule. A novice and advanced beginner feel little responsibility for what they do because they are applying 
learned rules, which will take credit or blame. Experts who chose a plan feel deeply responsible. A 
successful outcome is deeply satisfying and leaves a vivid memory, disasters are not forgotten. This 
expert/novice distinction might shed some light on the use of DSS by farmers. It is common to hear 
developers of DSS point to undergraduate education as a significant market for their software. Indeed a 
number of Australian Universities have made a concerted effort to include DSS software as part of their 
teaching. In the US, the university sector is a major source of DSS production. As stated earlier, although 
this success is akin to claiming a hole in one on an adjacent fairway, it is nevertheless a valid use of DSS. 
However it is na?ve to assume that the same tool will be used by an undergraduate and an experienced 
farmer. The success with 19 year old undergrad students gives us a clue to the lack of success with 50 
year old farmers; DSS are more appropriate for novices.  

While it is true that the products of science have been used more than management processes from 
science, the way that farming systems are managed is important. I am not arguing for ignorance and 
thoughtless decision making, however research on decision making suggests that more information and 
procedures are not always better (for reviews see Hammond 1996 and Gigerenzer et al 2000). The need 
for agricultural science to engage with decision makers is becoming more important as agriculture faces 
declining terms of trade and hence needs to use these inputs more efficiently. A further reason for 
improved management comes as farmers are asked to take more responsibility for their business risk and 
to minimise the degradation associated with excess inputs of chemicals and fertilisers. The fact that this 
engagement is important is one of the reasons why we need to reflect on what didn‟t work with DSS. 

Questioning assumption 4 – should we be focussing on tactical decision making ? 



Many questions that farmers ask agronomists relate to tactical decisions – when and what to sow, what 
level of inputs. The attraction of these decisions to DSS is obvious, the Latin origin of the word decision 
implies to cut off (Adair 1971). There is a time when the crop must either be sown or the land left fallow, 
and when the crop is sown there is a certain rate of nitrogen that must be applied. In one sense these fit 
the operations research definition of a decision as an irrevocable allocation of resources.  

Identifying any level of decision-making as an activity that can be separated from the wider context of 
acting and learning in the world is problematic. The way that management science has isolated, 
categorised and dissected decisions has been criticised by psychologists and the newer interpretevist 
(“softer”) schools of management science. For example Ackoff (1981) maintained that rather than solve a 
series of unrelated problems, managers manage messes.  

Woods et al. (1997) questioned the notion that managing dryland cropping was largely about decisions as 
distinct choices with well-defined cost and benefit streams. They maintained that decision points were 
often quite restricted and in any case the outcomes of a „wrong‟ allocative decision can be remedied. The 
example given is that if a fertiliser rate is too high for the season, this can be remedied by applying less 
the following season. The memory in the system means that it is relatively forgiving of mistakes. It may be 
more important to learn to manage these messy situations of embedded sequential risk than make the 
best decision the first time.  

A personal experience, gained largely from using the DSS Wheatman and the cropping systems model 
APSIM, was the relative insensitivity around the optimum of many sowing dates and input rates. (Hayman 
and Turpin 1996, Hayman 2001, Pannell 2004). When it comes to many tactical decisions the response 
surface is steep and then flat, hence decision makers are often confronted with situations that are either 
obvious (large response to N fertiliser/ very suboptimal sowing time) or marginal (gain in N fertiliser is 
equal to the cost/ small differences if a sown a week earlier or later). Given this relative flatness of 
response, there may be less to be gained from being precisely right with detailed simulation models than 
being approximately right with coarse rules of thumb, especially when you factor in the risk of being 
precisely wrong with detailed modelling. On an issue like N management, the amount of low yielding low 
protein wheat on one hand and bulges of nitrate in some profiles suggest some farmers are getting it 
roughly wrong. However, it does not need a very sophisticated decision tool to improve these decisions, a 
simple N balance will show the error. 

Tactical decisions are difficult because they are uncertain. Although risk can be examined at the level of a 
tactical decision, production risk only really matters inasmuch as it impacts on business risk. There is a 
mismatch between the understanding of risk by farmers dealing with farm level business risk with clever 
but relatively simple intuition and the detailed specification of risk by scientists modelling relatively 
constrained agricultural production systems at a paddock level with complex formal analysis. Boehlje 
(2002) argued that as agriculture develops to be biological manufacturing with differentiated products and 
as farmers focus on the supply chain with quality guarantees, that the nature of risks facing agriculture 
have changed. The loss of a business partner or key market due to product contamination is an equal or 
greater risk than drought. He stressed that risk management was as much about defining new decision 
problems as finding more accurate specifications of the current problem. 

Simplicity on the far side of complexity 

It is unlikely that currently in Australia there will be substantial funding for a new DSS activity. Farmers are 
likely to have their decisions supported by consultants – some of whom will be using simulation models. 
The lack of institutional DSS effort may encourage the notion of DSS offered by Turban (1993) and 
picked up by Cox (1996) whereby the DSS is build by the people who will use it, it reflects the decision 
making style of the user, the time to construct it is short – perhaps a few days and it is seen as an adjunct 
to other procedures. 

In a quick search of the latest Australian Farming Systems conference, there was only one paper on 
Decision Support with the question in the title “More about learning than software packages?”(Armstrong 
et al 2003). An overview of most of the other papers in the conference indicated a shift away from 



technology and tactical decisions and onto livelihood and social systems. In this environment DSS seem 
like a relic from a bygone era. However, as argued in more detail in Hayman and Cox (2003) the attempt 
to understand and intervene in farmer‟s management of risk, to talk the language of chances and 
consequences was like a Rosetta stone that brought scientists and farmers together to think about 
tactical decisions in a variable climate. This interaction was illuminating and in the case of the DSS 
WHEATMAN (Hayman and Easdown 2002) the real benefit was the interaction between the developer 
farmers and advisers, which brought to mind the quote from Judge Wendle Holmes “I don’t give a fig for 
simplicity this side of complexity, but I would give my life for simplicity on the far side of complexity”. Some 
critics of DSS seem to be arguing for a role of the agronomist as non-interventionist and being a content 
free facilitator not bothering with any numerical analysis– simplicity on the near side of complexity. At its 
best, agronomy has always offered simplicity on the far side of complexity. DSS may have been one way 
to get there, at the time it was reasonable, but to repeat the DSS model without refection is at best an 
unnecessarily long journey, at worst a cul-de-sac. 
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